
 

EDITORIAL (30 AUGUST 2018)
                   TODAY’S PROMISES 

 MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE 

 OVERVIEW OF EDITORIALS  

 IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES 

 GRAMMAR RULES RELATED TO ARTICLES/ TONES OF THE 

ARTICLES 

 PREVIOUS DAY VOCAB QUIZ 

 GRAMMATICAL QUESTION 

 IDIOMS AND PHRASES/ ONE WORD SUBSTITUTIONS 

 ECONOMIC OR POLITICAL DEFINITIONS. PDF and much 

more… 

 

 

       Previous Day Vocab Quiz 

Q.1.  Which is not the synonym of “Rapprochement”? 

1.  harmony 2. Amity  3. fraternity  

4. hostility  5. peace 

 Option - (4) 

Q.1.  Which is not the antonym of “Diaspora”? 

1. scattering 2. Accumulation 3. garner   

 4. collection 5. assembling 

 Option - (1) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

          IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “Challenges at 

BIMSTEC”  

 Stagnation(n-)- the state of not flowing or moving. 

 Stagnation of water gives birth to mosquitoes. 

 Revitalising(v4/adj+) -  imbue with new life and vitality. 

 A good coach always revitalises his team even after a loss. 

 opted out(ph.v2) -  choose not to participate in something.  

 After the accident the athlete opted out of the tournament. 

 lag behind(ph.v1-) - to move more slowly than someone or something 

else so that you are behind them. 

 Lack of awareness and seriousness about your goal in life can force 

you to lag behind in this world.  

 Rationale - a set of reasons for a course of action or belief. 

 I explained the rationale why I expelled the cashier. 

 Dilemmas – state of confusion. 

 Many a time in our lives we find ourselves in dilemmas.  

 Trepidation - a feeling of fear or anxiety about something. 

 Soldiers are always trained to lead a life away from trepidation. 

 Unwavering - steady or resolute. 

 The newly appointed office boy came to the boss with unwavering 

steps. 

 Subvert -   unsettle, overthrow, overturn. 

 The  opponent tried to subvert the democratic government.  

   

 Incarcerated - imprison or confine. 

 Many people these days are incarcerated for property offences. 

 Archive - a collection of historical documents or records.  

 He was arrested for stealing some documents from the archive. 

 Tangles - a confused mass of something twisted together. 

 My sister was late to the party as she was badly engaged in a tangle 

of her golden hair. 

 She got into a tangle with a staff. 

 Stifling - suffocating, oppressed, difficult  to breathe. 

 In my childhood I used to suffer with stifling heat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-
Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) is an international organization of
seven nations of South Asia and South East
Asia.



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

            ONE WORD + IDIOMS/PHRASES 

                DEFINITION     ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION  

 a statement which is accepted as true 

without proof.  

belonging to or living at the same time. 

Axiom Contemporaries  

 

                DEFINITION IDIOMS 

enjoy two different opportunities at 

the same time.  

very expensive. 

The best of both worlds 

To cost an arm and a leg 

 

TOLL FREE No :  1800-103-5225 (9 am to 6 pm 

https://mahendras.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fLI_-51URs

